1. Opportunity

Research communities in computer systems should worry about *capex carbon emissions*. *Capex* or *embodied* carbon accounts for the carbon manufacturers produce when building a machine. It’s in contrast to *opex* carbon, which counts the emissions we incur to use a machine, i.e., from the electricity we feed into a datacenter or a smartphone’s charging port. In a way, systems researchers are already all experts on opex carbon: we worship at the temple of computational efficiency, and making machines faster almost always means getting more work done per joule of energy. But researchers have recently suggested that, over the lifetime of a computer system, its capex carbon can outstrip—perhaps dramatically—its opex emissions [1].

If capex carbon is the real problem in computing’s climate impact, systems researchers should worry because our favorite tools are a poor fit for the job. It does not suffice to design new and better computers that work more efficiently than the old computers, as we usually do; we instead need to figure out how to use the same old hardware for longer. Reuse and longevity are the key metrics for climate-aware computing.

Meanwhile, a technology trend is promising a different kind of reuse: *multi-chip modules* (MCMs) replace one big chip with a network of separately manufactured *chiplets*. Chiplets are suddenly everywhere: AMD’s latest Threadripper parts have 9 dies [8], and Intel’s Ponte Vecchio GPU consists of 47 chiplets [3]. One selling point for the chiplet revolution is the cost-saving advantage of *design reuse*: you can tape out one chiplet and use it across several MCM products. Four of seven chiplets in AWS’s Graviton3 MCM, for example, are DDR5 memory controllers. It’s not hard to imagine that these DDR5 chiplets will still be useful for next year’s AWS server product, so AWS can amortize the cost of building that chiplet across multiple generations.

Reusing chiplets saves money, but it does not save capex carbon [7]. Every MCM still consists of brand-new silicon, with all the concomitant manufacturing emissions, just like a monolithic chip.

What if there were a way to *literally* reuse chiplets? To recover chiplets from old and obsolete MCMs that could still be useful as a building block for new products?

2. Silicon Recycling

We envision *silicon recycling*: an imaginary world where we make new MCMs by harvesting chiplets from old computers and remixing them in new ways. Silicon recycling is the general principle of *design for active disassembly* [9] applied to integrated circuits. In the same way a couch or a toaster could be built with debondable adhesives to make recycling easier at the end of its life [6], the idea is to build MCMs with a debondable process.

In the real world, MCM packaging uses a *bonding* process to attach chiplets to a silicon interposer. I like to imagine the world’s tiniest soldering iron (at, say, a 10 𝜇m pitch) attaching the bumps on each chiplet to the corresponding pad on the interposer. In our imaginary world of silicon recycling, the idea is to (somehow) make this bonding process reversible. We build the MCM in the same way, but we design the bonding process in a way that makes it possible to undo the tiny, metaphorical soldering job. By applying heat, lasers, some magical solvent, or a combination of the three, the chiplets break free from the interposer—and both are undamaged, ready to be bonded again in a new product.

In a hypothetical world with silicon recycling, when you upgrade your phone and send your old one off for recycling, the recycler doesn’t just recover the precious metals from the case, PCBs, and screen. They also take the MCM at the heart of the machine, debond all its chiplets, and put them up for sale on a marketplace for second-hand silicon. Your smartphone’s chiplets may go into a next-generation smartphone, coupled with some brand-new chiplets that differentiate it, or they may go downmarket into a camera or a microwave.

3. Reversible Packaging is Only a Fantasy (For Now)

The problem with this vision is that it is science fiction. In the real world, bonding is irreversible—there is no way to safely disassemble an MCM and recover working chiplets.
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